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paper discusses the accuracy with which electromagnetic

iatsraetioa is studied at large distances. Possible deriatione

from etaadaxd electrodynamiea are qvientitatirraly paranetrised in

fraraework of a model which containa two (psra)phctone, the

of one of them being noa-negligible.
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fhe possible existence of new- typee of long-range fore** i*

attracting an increasing interest in the recent year»* On on*

hand, this is connected with various symmetry and super»y*jmetry

schemes, the predictions of which are, unfortunately, a cry fro*

unambigious (e.p. see the discussions on superlight rector-boson

which simulates antigravity
 1

 , light axial boson
 2
 ,- super-

light scalar and paeudoscalar bosons ^ , and macroscopic con-

finement 4 ), on the other hand, the interest in new long rang*

forces is caused by a natural curiosity:of physicists: one would,

like to know the accuracy to which the standard theories of

electromagnetic and gravitational interactions are supported

experimentally (e.g. see ref, * ),

The search for superlight and auperweaidy interacting

particles has become more respectable after it was realised that

the mass scale of particle physics seems to be determined by

the Planck mass, 4Я/>/ « 10
 7
 GeV (see, for instance, reriew ).

In this scale the electron and proton masses are extremely ми11,

and thu3 the next steps of the mass hierarchy may «ell correspond

to particles 20 to 40 orders of magnitude lighter*than the

eleotron.

Fhenomenoiogically, the limits on the couplings of new super-

light bosons (new long-range fields) with ordinary natter are

extremely low, These limits are imposed by the lotvos experiment

and by more recent experiments of this type. For instance, a*

shown in ref.
 8
 , the coupling constants at

 &
 and c/

L
 of

hypothetical baryonic and leptonic photons hare to be lee* than

10-45 and 10-47, respectively (for the ordinary photons oC •

= 1/137). On the same level are the limits on the coupling* of

electrons and nucleons with hypothetical long-rang* scalar field*•



2
la this respect, an exeptional positron would be occupied

by a second photon, a hypothetical euperlight vector particle

which, like an ordinary photon, interacts only with electromagne-

tic current. Sue ordinary matter being electroneutral, Eotvbs-type

experiments would Impose no limits on the coupling constant of

such a particle.

2. In this paper we consider a model of modified electrody-

namics, containing two photons A^ and JU (we - dub them par&-

phoions) with masses M± < M& and coupling constants £± and

€, • She lagrangian has the form:

where /V is the ordinary electromagnetic current, and/V

The obserrations of the magnetic field of Jupiter indicate (see

ref» 9, see also reriewe 10 ) that //^ >, 106 km.

(Throughout this paper we use units / о с = 1). The observations

of galactic magnetic fields indicate that« ^ / ^ ^
1
°

1 7
 ^u* Xt

is easy to see that the same observations imply that €± coxmot

be much smaller than & , where •€* » «L « V137. In what

follows we shall obtain limits on ^ i n a wide range of

Talues of yUx .

3. At short distances, *l -cc 4/^U^ , the exchange of

tilcparsphotons results in an ordinary Coulomb interaction

between charges* Hence



«here at = €
 у

 oig « ^
 7

 а/̂  «- ̂  .

At larger distances the Coulomb potential, 41(1)- «^/i, , is

aodifiedt

т"
v
 ̂ *̂* A /̂

As a result of thie sodifieatlon a eoaraulaMiig electric field

must exist ineide of a tmiforauy cliarged sphere, fhe potential

V[*tf of a sphere of radios R at a distanoe Ф- Srom the
% 19

centre of the sphere «as shorn oy Kazwell to bet

«here fit} ~ f$i((s)«k ; and Ж/*) i» the
potential of a polntLlke oharge. In our ease

Hence,? -Use difference between the potentials of tvo oonoentrlo

spheres «lfth radii 2
1
 > a^, the larger of the spheres charged.

Is given by the following relation
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la the two Halting eases we here*

The search for such a dlffereaoe of potentials was conducted by

Plimpton and Lawton
 1 3

 aad later by Bartlett, Goldhagea

hillips
 1 4
 . la the latter experiment, 1Ц - 0,46 ш, lg »

0,«38 в aad (•(&,) - T(E
2
))A(H

1
) 1 0 ~

U
 . Heaoe the

eet lowest upper Halt, ^ ^ 10"
1 6

 #
 ie aohiered for

s; 1a~
1
, fbe experlaeat pl-aeee no Unite oa е*д, for

S Ю "
4
 a"

1
 aad for ^ ^ 1 0

u
 a"

1

4» la the range of low raluea of /i
u
 ( «С Ю*^ а"

1
) а/i

u
 ( «С Ю ^ а"

1

llait oa 0^ oould be deduced froa the ooaataaoy of the

spectra of the etars« the point ia that the noavaniahing aaaa

difference of the two paraphotona will generate oaolllatlona la

the recorded Intensity ot light, the period of these - oscillations

being a linear funotion of the light frequency. These oaoillations

are similar to the well-knowu osolllations of the neutral K-mesons

' aad erea more so , to the neutrino oscillations
 6

 which

at present are intenalTely looked for la a number of laboratories, rr

Let us denote by Bj the superposition of fields which

interacts with the electromagnetic current:

The superposltloa orthogonal to B
1



does not Interact with matters B
2
 is sterile.

Consider light with a given frequency (energy) CO » Owing

to the different masses of the paraphotons, their momenta («are

rectors) are different:

а~ к,-к or
• 1 гы

( 1 0 Ь )

( 1 O e )

ТЪлв at a distance %* froa the point of emission an ordinary

(active) photon 2Ц would transform into a state containing a

sterile component B
2
:

(11)

Pro* tals equation, the relative intensity of the sterile eo»-

*.! JO
S
 . i»



/S ~ %*"
 Л (

" ttr/ ^ (12a)

wlille y ^ / the relatire intensity of the aetire component,

ie

Consider the case of otg. •» Ы
х
 * ^/Sz, • Shea toe intensity of

the aetire component ranishes at "fc * & " » ^ ^ 7 ^ •
 e a d

a «mochroaatic raj Ъееоаев 1пт1в1Ъ1е«(^ог ^ ^ » 10* mmtl ^
ш

- 10'
7
 • we would have £o <*• 1020» sr 104 light year»).

As a result, the observed spectre of distant ( ^ ^ ^ c ) star*

wotud be drastically distorted. Taking into account that such

distortions are definitely less than one percent we conclude that

4 10"2 for saall ralues of Jt^ , in particnlar for

It would be Interesting to look' for shallow perlodlo pul-

sations of the spectra of radiocouroes. In the radio frequency

range the •alues of %o are 5 to 8 orders of OBgnltude less

than in the optical range, and for fa^ & 10 « 100 km

the ralue of 20 Ъееоам smaller than one astronomleal unit.

The characteristic period* of such pulsations should be of the

order of Ъ°/тГ • "bere if 1* the relosity ut the

Xarth «elative to the radlosource.

Let us note, that for a star which is far enough ( t • » to

the finite width / of the photon ware packet- is essential.

The ware packets- Ai and 1% become spetialy separated for

Z/% •> со// .
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5» Oscillations between active and passive photons in

vacuum could transform an otherwise absolutely opaque screen in

a semi transparent one. Thus i star or a radiosource (for instance,

the Crab nebula) occulted by the Moon could in principle be seen

through the Moon. Or the light of a laser could go through a

mountain ridge. The effect appears because across the distance 4*

from the source to the screen the beam acquires a sterile com-

ponent with a relative intensity jo£ - 4d,Jzct.~
Z &'n2fflj. /&J .

This component goes through the screen practically without any

absorption» Then across the distance Ь% from the screen

to the detector the passive beam developes a small active com-

ponent. The number of active photons, reaching the detector,

divided by the number of active photons leaving the source is

(13)

The effect vanishes when b^—•> 0, or bg —>• 0. For

and Ф./-2 4*1 , the effect is maximal when the screen ie

placed halfway between the source and the detector*

Unfortunately, the actual observation of such effects seems

to be unfeasible because the known sources are not bright enough

and the detectors are insufficiently sensitive. The translunar

observations are additionally hindered by the radiation emitted

&
 by the Moon's body (see, for instance ref.

 1
^ ),

Let us consider the range A - 0,3 • 0,4 m. If we take

f optimistically a transmitter of 1 Gigowatt and a receiver with th*

| sensitivity of 10 femtowatte, their ratio is 10~
2 3
 . On the

I other hand, for /l^ - 1 ( ^
r
1

(
 Д - 0*3 «r « -

- 20 m"
1
, and Ц * b

2
 » 80 km, the «xpected p —
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ft 10~
3
 ( Ыг/aL )

2
 g « Г

2 3
. (We are using the experimentally

established limit
 1 4
 ' ct^/ai ̂  10"

1 0
 at //«, - 10'

2
m"

1
).

The actual value of a should be several orders of magnitude

smaller because of the angular divergence of the beam»

With laser beams the situation is even worse. Consider a

1 kilowatt laser with a wavelength Л • 10~^m and a detector

which can register one photon per second. Again the ratio is

close to 10 •*. However, our effect being proportional to \ #

the expected value of a ls
t
 under otherwise equal conditions.

16 orders of magnitude less than in the decimeter range.

6. If Aj is heavy enough, say /*г£. 10"* к"1
»
 t h e n i t s

emission in the radlofrequence range, would be forbidden by

energy conservation, but i^ would be still emitted in the op-

tical range* Tor such large values of /*% the effect of screen

transparency would be very larget the effect is proportional to

yl/j* • However, for the values of /*t%, ICT^m"
1
, the upper

bound oa 0tg, is very low* Shis bound comes from considering

the emission of sterile photons by the Sun. Sterile photons, un-

like ordinary ones,- easily escape from the inner parts of the

Sun. So their emission is a volume effect. On the other hand the

«

sterile luminosity of the Sun cannot be much larger than its or-

dinary luminosity* Otherwise the evolution of the Sun would be un-

acceptably accelerated*

To obtain an estimate let us consider the diffusion of a

photon through the Sun (e.g. see ref.
 1 а
 ). As a very crude appro-

ximation we assume the Sun to be a uniform ball with a radius

1 ^ > 7»101£m, matter density J> «1*4 g/cm3, and electron

density n * 7.1023 eleetrons/cm^ • As the photon-electron cross

section, let us take the Thomson cross section



" ( 1 4 )

Then for the photon free path we will get

Hence, the total diffusion path of the photon contains N

segments, where 21 » (R & / £o )
2 Of Ю 2 1

 . Iu order for the

effect of the emission of sterile photons to be admissibly

snail it is necessary for the probability of their emssion jP

on each segnent to be smaller than 1/11, Obviously,

By taking CO ̂  T » where Lv is the mean frequency of

the photon and 7~ is the mean temperature of the Sun ( T~ —

«й2«10% -at 20 eV-s^ 10
&
cn~ )

f
 we obtain

I £ 1O~9cm~4 for yUz <& £p£ c^ 3«10
6cm~2 (16a)

<r 1<Г21
 for Л

а
 > ЙГ«>. ,~ 3«Ю

б
сго~

2
 (16b)^ ^ ^ .

 А
 -

Compare these "solar* limits with the electrostatic limits

considered above:

S 1CT
i6
ea-

2
 for ^ £ 1O-2om-1^ (17a)

j_^ g 1СГ
12
сш for A ^-

 1 0
"

2 cm
~

1
'
 ( 1 7 Ъ )

oL Аг.
At i/j >̂  10 cnr

1
 the solar limit is more stringent than

the electrostatic one. This charecteristic value of M^ «ill

change if the the radial variation of the temperature and

г
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density (aa presented for Instance in ref .
 y
 ) as well ел of

the photon* s frequency are taken into account (see ref, ).

We have assumed in the above estimates that the sterile

luminosity of the Sun is comparable to its ordinary luminosity.

One can radically improve the solar limits on ct-j. by ob-

serving that such an intensive flux of sterile photons would

be easily detected on the Earth. Special searches for solar

photons in dark (underground) laboratories seem to be interesting.

7. We will defer to a later publication the discussion of

the region Мг 2. 10 eV. Let us make here only few remarks.

It is interesting to remark that the known tests of QED

£ive much less stringent limits on cL^ at /J^ ~ 10 eV than

the above solar limits. Consider, for instence, the paraphotonic

contribution to the magnetic moment of the electron:

v Jt f/ttfne)Jh {tot/,H)< I* could not be observed for

We. •£ Ю" 4
, even if ^i fol is not very email.

In connection frith the possibility of Ms, being larger

than 1 MeV, let us mention some possible experiments: searches

for supernarrow resonances in e
+
e"*-colliaions at very low ener-

gies, searches for anomalously penetrating photons in experiments

with, nuclear J -quanta, and photon beams from the d^cay of

high siiercy neutral pions.

8. After the above presentation of the phenomenology of

the paraphotons, it is appropriate to consider some general

questions.

I was discussing a model with two paraphotons. It is evident

that models with a.larger number of paraphotons could be similarly

considered. But I was unable to invent a different type of mo-
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£*flcation of standard electrodynaaice. All such attempts run

«gainst the fundamental principles of quantum field theory.

for instance, an attaint to introduce into the theory a riolation

of electric charge conaerration (even if this riolation is

extremely small) immediately leads to a contradiction with

causality (see ref. )• Ihe ^araphoton way of deriation from

standard electrodynamics seen» to be singled«out by its selfcon-

sistency and simplicity. Are there other» less trivial ways?

Is there any chance to expect that standard electrodynamics,

being so unique and beautiful, is nevertheless not adequate at

large distances? The argument of beauty is of course a very strong

one* Being inspired by the beauty of classical theories of

elestromagnetism and of gravitation, Binstein tried to unite them

in a single theory describing the whole world* However, this

beauty failed to be an argument at short distances where a new

physics, the physics of weak and strong interactions was dis-

covered. Moreover, today we understand that a higher bemty

Btems from the idea of snperuniflcation of all four interactions.

It is appropriate in this context to recall the so-called

gauge desert, a region from 10" 7:m to 10~*T.a devoid of any

new physics. Shis desert is predicted by the most elaborated

models of grand unification. She majority of experimentalists

don't like this desert at small distances4. As for the large

distances, the oommon feeling is that nothing fundamental and

new will be discovered here neither in electrodynamics nor in

gravity. She much larger desert, up to 10 2 6 m, is considered to

be quite natural.

She prejudice against new physics at large distances is

based on the fact that until now we have not seen any phenomena
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which contradict the standard electrodynamics. But ae «as shown

above, this could be explained by the fact, that the accuracy of

the available data is not high enough, while some experiments

were simply not carried out yet. It is very difficult to detect

new phenomena if ott and/or MK are small.

And here we come again to the problem of the hierarchy of

masses mentioned at the beginning of this paper. It is well

known that in the framework of gauge theories the problem of

particle masses is inseparable from the problem of symmetry

breaking. I doubt that either of them could be solved unless a

new class of scalar particles are discovered (see ref. )•

Without understanding the pattern of particle masses one

cannot rule out a possibility that extremely light particles

do ezist in Nature. Moreover, the extrapolation from known

particles to these superlight particles seems quite plausible

taking into account the known hierarchy from the Planck mass

down the electron and (possible) neutrino masses.

I am grateful to Ugo Aaaldi for asking a question which

stimulated this study. I am thankful to S.S.Gersteia, JUD.Dolgov,

N.V.Karlov, M.Yu.Khlopov, I.ru.Kobzarev, A.B.ItLgdal, L.M.

Rubinstein, M.G.Schepkin, r.S.Shklovsky, V.G»Staritsky, and

Ya.B.Zeldovich for Interesting conversations, and constructive

and critical remarks.
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